Could Rap Music Be the Cause of Crime and Violence in Our Community Today?

Could rap music be the cause of crime and violence in our community today? If so, it is a shame, causing our families to go through pain.

Could the lyrics in rap music start a gang? Allowing our children to think it’s ok to bang.

Teenagers with guns are not scared of anything anymore. They just want to start a war. A war between other hoods and that’s not good.

Our people are dying and our families are crying and that’s a shame, because it’s another shooting that happened in DC again. Yup.

In the back of our school, detectives and police where are the rules? Nobody cares about the students that go to school there.

The students at Kipp DC want to go to and through college earning a degree.

So please agree to put the guns away, if not they have a place for you to stay.

So the next time you want to shoot, SHOOT WITH CAMERAS NOT GUNS!

M’kya S., Age 10
KIPP DC Quest Academy
Washington D.C.
America SCORES, a national non-profit, serves over 14,000 children at over 190 public and charter schools in 14 major cities. America SCORES’ mission is to inspire urban children to lead healthy lives, be engaged students, and have the confidence and character to make a difference in the world. We achieve this mission through daily after-school programs that combine soccer, poetry and community service. This holistic, team-based approach works. America SCORES students, 85% of whom qualify for free or reduced lunch, improve academically, increase physical fitness, and have a greater sense of confidence and belonging.

americascores.org
Limitless

When I am in SCORES, I feel Limitless
Like nothing can stop me
I come to practice and feel like a whole
different person
Powerful - on the field nothing can come
between me and my team
We show respect and TLC
It feels good to be on the Comet Team
When I am in SCORES I feel
Powerful, happy, determined, energetic,
Relaxed, professional, reliable, impressive,
Special, fearless, full of pride, Limitless

3rd-5th Grade Boys Team
Castellanos Elementary School
Chicago
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14 cities across the United States & Canada

194 schools Public and charter schools

627 coaches Teachers in the schools

14,718 poet-athletes

× 7.5 hours/week × 24 weeks =
2.6 million child-hours of after-school programming in 2016
Since our program’s inception 22 years ago, America SCORES has given tens of thousands of young people the opportunity to make their voices heard. Whether they are on a soccer pitch, in a classroom, on a stage, or in their community, our poet-athletes learn about the power their actions and words can have toward making a positive impact, giving them a platform for success in school and in life.

This year, we have seen this power more than ever. From the America SCORES Boston poet-athlete who joined dozens of college-bound seniors at the White House to the America SCORES Milwaukee alumna who gave back to the program that turned her life around, we have seen stirring stories of success. More than the statistics that show program growth and impact, it is these moving stories that paint a picture of the varied ways that America SCORES can positively influence the communities in which we work.

In the pages ahead, you will read about these stories and more. You will read a sample of the poetry that inspires us and learn about those in the community that support our poet-athletes. You will see the strength of our network through initiatives like SCORESCon and read about the ways we continue to try to innovate our curricula to ensure we remain one of the top after-school programs in the country. Finally, you will read about our landmark 10th anniversary National Poetry SLAM!, an event which saw faces old and new come together to celebrate a unique event that has become a life-changing experience for those that participate.

As always, our work would not be possible without the help of teachers, principals, parents, volunteers, funders, and staff around the country. Thank you for joining us in our commitment to giving every child in America the opportunity to succeed.

Benjamin Chmelnich
Board Chair

Holly O’Donnell
Executive Director
Building on a successful inaugural event last year, America SCORES was once again invited to the First Lady’s Beating the Odds Summit at The White House in July of 2016. Centered around dozens of college-bound high school seniors, many of whom are the first in their families to go to college, the First Lady’s Reach Higher initiative hosted a one-day summit to give these students an opportunity to meet fellow achievers and attend a series of panels and workshops intended to help them better prepare for college.

This year, Lariona of America SCORES Boston got to attend the exclusive summit, joining 130 students from over 70 other partner organizations in attendance. A star poet-athlete, Lariona has been with SCORES since she was in third grade, first in the elementary and middle school programs and then through Boston’s Alumni Leadership Academy, where she played on a soccer team with fellow alumni and volunteered for SCORES games and events. Lariona’s leadership in soccer and hard work in school paid off as she was accepted into Denison University as a Posse Scholar for the fall.

Arriving in Washington, D.C., a day early, Lariona and Boston Program Manager Ethan Goldman visited the major monuments on The National Mall. On the day of the summit, they arrived bright and early to The White House for a quick tour and an opening panel made up of four current college students who “beat the odds” to go to college.

After a short break, it was time for the main event. The keynote panel featured then First Lady Michelle Obama, then Secretary of Education John King, recording artist Jidenna, and Stanford student Rachel McKenzie Scott, who overcame enormous obstacles in her upbringing to achieve college success. Moderated by YouTube star Tyler

“I love meeting new people and the other teens I met were from all over the country. Stemming from different backgrounds and interests, we all had one thing in common: going to college.”

Lariona, America SCORES Boston
Oakley, the panel spoke for about an hour and a half about their own underdog stories and their advice for the future college students. The entire room was captivated and inspired by their words.

After lunch, the students broke out into smaller groups and had discussions about college and their expectations and anxieties. They all wrote letters to themselves to be mailed back to them in a year. Finally, Jidenna capped the day off with a performance in The East Room.

The entire day was surely unforgettable for Lariona, but one particular memory will last the longest:

“I will never forget being able to breathe the same air as Michelle Obama.”
POET-ATHLETES MEET THE
U.S. National Team

On a chilly afternoon in late October, thirty DC SCORES poet-athletes let out a gasp as the U.S. Women’s National Team (USWNT) walked across the President’s Park in front of the White House to meet them.

Fresh off being crowned champions at the 2015 Women’s World Cup in Canada, the women happily posed for pictures, answered questions, and signed autographs for a group that represented millions of young soccer lovers across the country.

The meet and greet was preceded by a soccer clinic for the young poet-athletes in conjunction with partner Coca Cola, the National Parks Foundation, and the National Park Service’s “Find Your Park” movement. Before the arrival of the team, groups of students cycled in and out of stations led by USWNT coach Jill Ellis and her staff: speed-dribbling relays, communication drills, and one-touch shooting. The coaches were enthusiastic and always moving. The kids followed suit, clearly thrilled to display everything they had learned in SCORES.

As their national team heroes approached, organizers and volunteers from the Catholic University men’s soccer team had to settle the kids down so as not to swarm the likes of Abby Wambach, Carli Lloyd, and Sydney Leroux.

Once everyone was settled, the players faced the kids in a long line, as if for the national anthem before a game. The kids then got the opportunity to ask questions of the World Cup champions.
Most questions revolved around when the women began playing soccer and what inspired them.

Wambach, the now-retired legend of the game, took a moment to thank the youth for being at the park. “You give us hope for future World Cup champions.”

Long-time SCORES supporter Heather O’Reilly was excited to see SCORES involved in the event. O’Reilly donned a SCORES Boston scarf in support of the city where she lived during her Boston Breakers NWSL days.

Between autographs and hugs from her pint-sized fans, O’Reilly commented, “This is the fourth SCORES city where I’ve met poet-athletes!”

The day will hold a special place in the memories of these poet-athletes as they continue to model their games on the likes of Abby, Heather, and Sydney. And though they may never reach that level of athletic success, they are certainly motivated to do big things and will no doubt inspire the next generation similarly.
“Ten years from now, you’ll STILL be talking about me!”

With these words, a theatre in Manhattan erupted into cheers to celebrate 13 elementary school students from across the country. Far more than an awe-inspiring display of poetry, the 10th Annual National Poetry SLAM! was confirmation of the immense power of America SCORES to give students a voice, and a culmination of months of writing, rehearsing, and performing for the 13 students.

Arriving the Saturday before the SLAM!, the poet stars (many of whom had never even been on a plane before!) met each other and began a fun weekend of rehearsing, sightseeing, and bonding. They went to the top of the Empire State Building, picnicked and played soccer in Central Park, and visited Times Square.

On the day of the main event, the poets joined 250 SCORES supporters, coaches, and families into the SVA Theatre in Manhattan. At homes and watch parties across the country, hundreds more tuned in for the live stream.

Throughout, the 2016 poet-athletes displayed an incredible level of skill and lyricism. As a celebration of the event’s 10th year, the alumni featured from past SLAM!s provided plenty of reflective moments on the impact of the event. The highlight was 2014 poet and MSNBC star Xavier from D.C., who gave a powerful performance about achieving in the face of adversity.

After a reprise of the group poem, the show ended with more cheers and standing ovations as the 13 poet-athletes took one last bow. Though the SLAM! only lasted an hour, the positive impact of the night will no doubt stay with them forever.
Life can be so confusing.
I know you are afraid to help me
because you’re afraid I am going to
steal your shine.
I’m not here to steal your shine but
make my own!
Just know there’s enough radiance
for all of us to glow.
I stand before you...confused no
more!

– Feliciana
Cleveland

A bully takes action against you
A victim receives the agony
The bully annoys you and
The victim is miserable
Bullies destroy victims’ lives
But we must stand up and speak up
Victims become demotivated
But we must keep fighting
To abolish bullying

– Jalen
New York

Sometimes I wonder why people
dress their animals up like other
animals.
Bunny ears are not a good look for
dogs.
Sometimes I wonder if my mind will
ever stop wondering.
Will I still be me, if my mind isn’t
free?

– Lizette
Chicago
America SCORES was developed in 1994 in Washington, D.C. by a public school teacher concerned that her students, lacking constructive after-school options, were at risk of gang activity and other dangers after class. As she introduced new activities—soccer, poetry, and service learning—to her students, she found that they had become more engaged in class, more physically active, and more involved in their communities. Designed as a replicable model, SCORES has grown since becoming a national organization in 1999 to impact over 14,000 students in over 190 public schools in 14 cities in North America — Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, New York, Portland (OR), San Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis, Vancouver, and Washington D.C.

Originally focused on elementary school, the program has expanded to meet the demands of its students. With middle school programs, SCORES poet-athletes can stay with their teams and continue to have a safe space after school. Similarly, many SCORES sites now offer winter and summer programming, ensuring students can reap the benefits of teamwork and leadership year-round. As students have entered high school and college, programs have emerged to engage alumni and help them graduate high school and prepare for college. In this way, SCORES establishes the platform for students to succeed now and for the future. To date, more than 75,000 urban youth have benefited from the unique programming of America SCORES.
The SCORES Program

Active students...

Poetry
ACTIVE MINDS

Soccer
ACTIVE BODIES

Service
ACTIVE COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Throughout the year...

24 WEEKS OF CORE PROGRAMMING

As they grow...

JUNIOR SCORES
K–2nd Grades
7 cities
18 schools
574 poet-athletes

CORE PROGRAM
3rd–5th Grades
14 cities
124 schools
4,133 poet-athletes

MIDDLE SCHOOL
6th–8th Grades
7 cities
30 schools
1,399 poet-athletes

ACTIVE ALUMNI
9th+ Grades
8 cities
215 poet-athletes

+8,397 additional poet-athletes participate in summer/winter and partner programming
AEROBIC CAPACITY

Impact

The Progressive Aerobic Cardiovascular Endurance Run (PACER) test measures a student’s maximum ability to complete a 15 or 20 meter distance in a decreasing amount of time, providing an important measure of aerobic capacity. The results below show improvements on the test from students scored before and after participating in the America SCORES program.

LOS ANGELES
67% increase

NEW ENGLAND
89% increase

NEW YORK
70% increase

WASHINGTON DC
83% increase
Poet-Athlete

I am a pop star
I am grounded, because I am bossy
I am mama gaga with my insides out
I am a guitar tune
I am chop chop
I am poetry, as P.O.E.T.R.Y
I am SOCCER
Coaches, referees, the fans
Forward, midfield, goalie
I am SOCCER
Kicking, running, jumping
Team, goal, win, cheers
I am a poet-athlete!
THANK YOU AMERICA SCORES!

Anahi, Age 11
Dallas
Amidst an eventful National Poetry SLAM weekend, more than 30 SCORES staff and coaches from all 14 SCORES programs convened in New York for SCORESCon 2016.

Although SCORES has hosted annual program retreats in the past, SCORESCon 2016 commemorated the 10th Annual SLAM! by bringing together executive directors and program staff alike for three days of best practice sharing, professional development, and, of course, an opportunity to see their poet-athletes in action.

“My favorite moment was meeting program staff from other sites. It was great networking with them and hearing the different ways SCORES helps kids achieve success,” says Susie Bakajic of Canada SCORES Vancouver.

Hosted in the beautiful conference space of Société Générale on Park Avenue, SCORES staff participated in a series of sessions on training, technology, fundraising, coach safety, and communications.

“I learned a lot from the communications training. It was helpful to know what’s realistically feasible to accomplish based on available resources,” says Debi Pence-Meyenberg, Executive Director of America SCORES Cleveland.
Other sessions included a presentation on "Fun Maps" from The George Washington University researchers, the unveiling of the new America SCORES Power of Poetry curriculum, and roundtable discussions with middle school after-school program One Hen and long-time music partner ASCAP on opportunities to collaborate.

“It is inspiring to see the way our unique program is able to flourish in the different landscapes, challenges, and opportunities that every city presents. I love to meet people who so far away are seeing the same impact we experience each day,” said Brian Bullington, then Executive Director of America SCORES Chicago.

Arguably the most exciting part of SCORESCon was a surprise visit from America SCORES founder Julie Kennedy. She gave an inspiring address about the process of founding and expanding SCORES and the challenges and friendships she encountered along the way.

“The work America SCORES is doing is fundamental to the health of our society, said Kennedy.”

Of course, the three days weren’t confined to a classroom for staff. Other activities, like a photo scavenger hunt around Manhattan and an East vs. West soccer game, gave staff the opportunity to have fun and stretch their legs.

Special thanks to Société Générale, Football for Hope, Soccer.com, and an anonymous donor for making SCORESCon possible and giving hardworking SCORES staff the opportunity to connect, reflect, and be inspired by the program and each other.

Concludes Bullington, “It always amazes me how much more insight gets shared between a group of smart people in two hours than in hours of webinars and months of emails.”
In 2005, Lupe was an elementary student growing up in an under-resourced neighborhood of Milwaukee where many schools failed to meet state standards and few positive activities were available for children during the high-risk after school hours.

Lupe and her twin sister participated in the SCORES program for 3 years at Riley Elementary. Her dedication and willingness to help was easily noticed and, for multiple years, she was selected by her coaches to be the Teamwork patch winner. Additionally, Lupe and her sister were nominated to the Julie Foudy Leadership Summer camp in 2008.

Lupe’s positive connection to her SCORES peers carried forward to life beyond elementary school. An excellent student, she attended one of the state’s premier private high schools and remained active playing soccer there. To this day, she still plays with several of her original teammates.

Fast forward a couple years, and Lupe is now a student at Marquette University pursuing an education degree. What once appeared to be out of reach is now her daily reality. Armed with such experiences, Lupe recently reached out to SCORES to ask how she could re-engage with the program.
Today, Lupe is a soccer coach leading a team of girls at the very school she attended as an elementary student.

Her positive attitude and ability to relate to her team with first-hand knowledge of life in under-resourced and under-served communities is invaluable and will undoubtedly inspire young girls to live to their full potential.

After her first season as a coach, she commented, “I absolutely loved being a coach at Riley! It is definitely a very fulfilling job, and what better way than to combine both of my passions for education and soccer?”

“I cannot thank you enough for everything you’ve done for me (and my family). As a participant many years ago, I learned so much from SCORES. Now, I have the opportunity to share what I learned with others and give back to my community.”

Lupe
America SCORES Milwaukee
America SCORES LA has been at Charnock Elementary for over a decade, enough time for parents of high school graduates to recall when their kids were in the program. Those who know the program know their kids have learned leadership, commitment, and teamwork from SCORES.

Such values can only be taught by coaches who embody them. At Charnock, these tenets are personified by site coordinator Oscar Gonzalez. Beyond being a good person, Oscar is good in a way that children understand. Not only is he honest, fair, and forgiving, but he leaves no doubt to his kids that he will teach and protect them as long as they are under his care. With him at the helm, the Charnock ship sails without worry.

The students who participate in the Charnock program remain enthusiastic champions of LA SCORES and are among the first to sign up for our middle school program, participate in our alumni events, and volunteer. When asked why they come back, they all say the same thing: “we had so much fun when we were kids; we want to help those that come after us.”

As a result, the program has been flooded with potential coaches who not only know the philosophy of the program but have lived it firsthand. Seeing them succeed in their transition from participant to coach shows Charnock Elementary School’s success as a program.
PROFILE

Coach Stephan

CHICAGO

Born and raised on the west side of Chicago, Stephan is a former poet-athlete who now coaches a SCORES team in the neighborhood he grew up in. Initially more interested in poetry, the program helped him discover his passion for soccer.

“When I played basketball in the neighborhood, I would put the ball on the ground and kick it like a soccer ball, so soccer was a natural fit for me, said Stephan.”

His coaches in the program had a profound impact on his childhood, from creating a positive place for him to belong to helping him develop as a leader. They steered him away from negative influences and encouraged him to have the confidence to be a leader in the community. Perhaps most importantly, they gave him role models to look up to.

“Not having a father at home, my coaches were the men that I looked up to in my life. Thinking about my role now as a coach, I recognize how important those interactions with a positive role model can be.”

When Stephan first reached out to SCORES to get involved, he was only looking to volunteer. However, when SCORES staff encouraged him to consider coaching, he accepted and now is thinking about a future career working with youth. The kids look up to him as someone who’s been in their position and he, in turn, is growing from the experience of mentoring youth, learning patience, energy, and reflection.

“If I can make a real difference in their lives, the way that my SCORES coaches did for me, then that is the path forward that I want to take.”

Coach Stephan
3rd-5th Grade Hughes Boys
Chicago
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A new addition to the board this year, Cy is the Senior Vice President for Economics and Housing Programs at the National Urban League (NUL). Prior to joining NUL in 2002, he worked in various positions in New York City government including as a researcher with the New York City Council, with the New York State Legislature on economic policy issues, and as a Land Use Planner for the Brooklyn Borough President. He also conducts basic and applied research broadly related to building wealth in communities of color. In addition to multiple advanced degrees, Cy was a four-year starter and captain of the nationally ranked University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill baseball team during his undergraduate time.

Since joining the board, Cy has been focused on learning the ins and outs of the program and the strengths and accomplishments of the various affiliates. As an executive at a similarly national non-profit organization, he has been essential to assisting in the important governance challenges of supporting our network of sites linked by an innovative program design. Attending the 2016 National Poetry SLAM! marks his first program experience, one he describes as unforgettable.

Says Cy of the program’s value to the community, “I believe America SCORES is fundamentally important as a vehicle to boost self-confidence, improve self-coaching ability, problem solving skills, and an increased ability and desire to lead!”
Support soccer, poetry, and community service!

Thank you!

AMERICA SCORES 2016 Annual Report
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MVPs

Bank of America (c)  Capital For Kids  Christensen Family Foundation  Communities Foundation of Texas

Fans

Goldman Sachs  Macy’s/Bloomington’s  Malina Healthcare  The Dallas Foundation

Supporters

D.C. Commission on the Arts and Humanities  D.C. Mayor’s Office on Latino Affairs  Foundation for Advancing Alcohol Responsibility  John Edward Fowler  Memorial Foundation  Los and Richland England Family Foundation  Office of the Mayor  Mayor for Planning and Economic Development  (New Communities  Youth Development & Community Wellness)  Target

Volkswagen Group of America, Inc.

Scoring Champions


Fans


Supporters

Capitol Hill Community Foundation  Crowell and Moring Foundation  Ellen Love  Howard and Geralinde Polinger Family Foundation  Jacob & Charlotte  Lehman Foundation  Metzler Group Employee Giving Fund  Ronya Careey  The Dimick Foundation  Walter Opkey, IV

Captains

Andrea Curtis  Anne and Fred Woodward  Anthony Brown  Arlene Selber  Barbara and Cal Klauser  Beth Myers and Matthew Doran  Bruce Schuman  Chris Richardson  Corinne Richardson  David and Paige Nicoli  David Barnitt-Flatt  David Sheon  Dental Smalls  Fulgat Family Foundation  James Meadows II  Jennifer Oxley  John Lloyd and Sue Budin  Joshua McGee  Julia Krauss  Kevin and Pamela Payne  Kevin Murphy  Mark Cowan  Tim Preitie  Tom Hunt  Tony Francavilla  Truth Initiative

Contributors

Adam Paulson and Lyndsay Bennett  Aeon Clarke  Alan W H Gourley  Alex Beaman  Alison MacAdam  Alison Brown and Gardner Humphreys  Amanda Viscit  Amber Hem  Amy and Justin Rzeznik  Amy Dunbar  Amy Nakamoto  Amy Rudnick  Andrew Dodson  Ann and Christopher Teras  Ashley Kolf  Aya Taleuchi  Ayan Rubin  Barbara and Matthew Landau  Barbara Freedenberg  Barbara Power  Barry Craytzer  Barton Bishop  Benjamin Brewer  Bethany Henderson  Bob Rosencrans  Brian Becker  Brian Whitesides  Brian Luyten  Caliente Balas  Carl Cohen and Dr. Wendy Rubinstein  Carlos Gonzalez  Cary Olsen  Catherine Robinson  Cecile Wallace  Celia Cunningham  Chad Salganik  Charity Blackwell  Charles A Samuels  Charles and Norma Henry  Charles Lasavy
Thank you!
Support soccer, poetry, and community service!

Cheryl Gregory
Chris Silverstein
Christine Heggen
Christian Finley
Colleen Miller
D. Dodge Thompson
Dave Giles
David and Denise Barmak
David and Karen Owens
David Attis
David Cho
David Crespo
David Freidholm
David Tanguay
Deborah and Daniel Fins
Debra Kushma
Deeana Klepper
Demetrios Karoutos
Dernon Wright
Devin and Alice Blumer
Diane Stevenson
Donald Hilt
Dori and Mark Hazan
Dorothy Bill
Doug and Joi Hollis
Doug Kotlove
Douglas Schwartz
Dru Huffman
Duncan Ryder
Dyan Deckner
Edward and Mary Lovitch
Edward Ryan
Elizabeth Garner
Ellen Seidman
Elliot Rosner
Emmy Baskin
Eric Ellisworth
Erik Hellman
Fabrangen Teedakah
Collective
Faizan Arif
Farrah Short
Francine Razes
Frank Polkey
Gabrielle Robayo
Hedy J. Aponte
Heidi Hochstetler
Holly Sauver
Howard Smith
Hugh Gamble, III
Ignacio Stearns
Jacqueline Kemo
Jacqui Kemp
James and Kathleen
O'Hara
James and Nancy McBride
James Prison
James Lawry
James Sadowski
Jana Sharp
Jason Ferrel
Jef Schwartz
Jeffrey and Jane Istan
Jeffrey Boyle
Jeffrey Carlisle
Jen Fries
Jennifer Basinkin
Jennifer Hinkle
Jennifer Quigley
Jeremy Valtin
Jesse Rosenfield
Jessica and Stu Trevelyan
Jessica Neves
Jim Tragakis
Joan Fischl
John and Jill Preitoe
John Kemp
John Loge
John Miley
Johnny Casto
Jon Barnhart,
Jordan Jaubcovitz
Joseph Paladino
Joseph Vaughan
Joshua Whitenshunt
Julia Coffman
Julia Gustafson
Julia Neumann
Justin Fishkin
Kara Brilliant
Karen L. Schulman
Karen Lovitch
Kate Meenan-Waugh
Katherine Ballas
Katherine Fillet
Katrina Perry
Kerma Ford
Ken Munson
Kenneth Owens
Kevin Byrne and Katrina
Blomdahl
Kirk Vartan
Kirsten Holland
Kirsten Obranec
Kristi Barkdole
Kyle Nichols
Kyle Weber
LaMeaon Karoma
Lane Udis
Laura Hochstetler
Lauren Richardson
Leah Hochstetler
Lesley Pool
Linda R. McNish
Linne Kimball
Lisa Tabaku
Loren Wall
Malachi Broadax
Manuela Goulden
Marc Filer
Marie Richardson
Maria Vogler
Mark and Ashley Pino
Mark D. Young
Mark Ulbrich
Martin Schuh
Mary and Michael Young
Mary Clark
Mary Lenore Kesler
Mathew and Carrie Ward
Matt Merz
Matt Preitoe
Matthew and Jennifer Field
Matthew James and
Associates
Matthew Simpson
Meagan Considine
Megan Treacy
Melanie Casner
Michael Bassett
Michael Billiet
Michael Brustein
Michael Gibson
Michael Hetchclap
Michael Maron
Michael Nakamoto
Michael Nilsson
Michael Rosner
Michael Schoenbrun
Michael Umpierre
Michael Wilde
Michael Yurov
Milagros Salazar Driver
Molly Fitzpatrick
Monique Sanders
Myra Freilich
Nancy Bagot
Nancy Orly
Nancy Polkoff and Cheryl
Swannack
Nannette Valliere
Naomi Rutenberg
Natalia Pavlyshyn
Nicholas Boyle
Nicolas Tempestini
Pablo Ilanes
Patricia J. Farrell and Robert
G Watkins
Patricia Weiss Fagen
Patrick and Elizabeth Blake
Patrick and Tish Ahern
Paul Barratt-Ritt
Paul Ehrenreich
Paula Maylahn
Peter Gottesman
Peter Lane
Peter Richard Son
Phil Androle
Pierre Vigilance
Priya Agarwal
Rachael Levine
Rachel A. Carren and Mark
O’Young
Rebecca Freedholm
Rebecca Richards
Rebecca Walker
Regina and Jonathan
Kemp
Richard Gersten
Richard Young
Rita Bamberger
Robert Bell
Robert Cannon
Robert Smith
Rodney Lewis
Rosemary Wardley
Ryan Kelley
Sam Aparicio
Sam Chappell
Sam Jareadi
Samuel Heiber
Samuel Voskerys
Sara Fornacito
Sasha Kishuna
Sarah Ban
Sebastian Arruillaga
Sebastian Fairbank
Seth and Jennifer Halvatzis
Stefie Fresch
Stacy Sandler
Stephen and Michelle
Goodman
Stephen Repligoe
Steve Cloudy
Steven Rehal
Susana Jaquet
Susana Markel
Tamara Schmidt
Tanya Penny
Tara Corvo
The Fairbanks Family
Thomas and Susan Burket
Thomas Selfy
Tim Preitoe
Timothy Fairbank
Timothy Kelly
Timothy Murphy
Vanessa Kermick
Vicky and Robert Fontana
Victoria Boston
Wenm H. C. Beltone
Zachary Ablie
In kind
Boxed
Constant Contact – National
Hunt4Soccer – National
LA
MVPs
JP Morgan Chase & Co
KT & E.L. Noms
The Plum Spring
West Coast Sports
Associates
Fans
72and Sunny Partners LLC
Accenture LLP
Aercrn
Averynberg Agency
Bain
Beats by Dre
Deoilte
Dream Works Animation
East West Bank
Enterprise Holdings
Farmers Insurance
Jenner and Block
Lanson O’Young
Latham & Watkins LLP
Mattel Sales Corp
McDermott Will & Emory
OpenX
Price Water House
Coopers LLP
Ritz Games Inc
Sheppard Mullin
Team One
Wamer Music Group
Wells Fargo
White & Case
ZS Associates
Supporters
Harris Family Foundation
ReedSmith LLP
Verizon
Captains
Alan and Stephanie
Breslauer
David and Karen Joseph
Francisca Mok
James Jr. Susan Ratner
Family Fund
Jennifer Lynch
Jewish Community
Foundation Los Angeles
Matt and Karen Tin
Paramount Pictures Group
Penelope D. Foley
Sue and Jim Ratner
Contributors
Alejandro Soschin
Amazon Smile
Amy Vonder
Anand Khemlani
Apparel for America
Ashley Morris
Audrey Rhee
Audrey Toprak
Bain Capital
Bain Capital
Becky Ginter
Ben Keeton
Bernard Powers
Bernard Rahming
Brady Ballweg
Carmen Rahming
Cathy and Tom Preto
Chris Thiel
Claire Stirling and Chris
Daskin
Dan Shanahan
Edna Rinder
Eric Brandt
Great-West Financial
Gregory Zahn
Gruber Law Offices, LLC
Hassan Jalal
Heather and Michael
Dannener
Heidi Rodenbaugh
Holly Scott Redel
Janet and William Howe
Jason Schreiber
Jessica Woschall
Joanne Mansell
John Yancura
Joseph Packle
Journey House, Inc.
Juan Paz, Jr.
Judith Scott
Judy and Ron Ginter
Julian Palacios
Karen Camilli
Kate Carpenter
Kate Fowry
Kathrine Wieke
Kathy-Ann Edwards
Kaye Foster
Kimberly Jankowaski
Kyle Timble
Linda and Jock Mutschler
Lynn and James Angeli
Mary and Del Dettmann
Matt Ziolkowski
Maureen and Ron Schwarz
McGinnity Family
Foundation, Inc.
Michael Angel
Michael Cray
Nancy Linden
Nancy Ziaja
Ned Brown
Oliver Bills
Pam and Tom Eggbrecht
Patrick Greco
Patty and Hugh Ahn
Phil Kastenhof
Robert Gilbert
Robert Martin
Ryan Gehrhardt
Ryan Morrissey
Sam Adler
Stacey and Martin Stack
Shane Hadjyski
Stephen Schulz
Stephen Thompson
Sweetbri
Tammy Glyn-Ripp
Taylor Hoskins
Teri and Stephen Sunday

Contributors
Adam Schultz
Alex Carver
Alice Wyckendt
Amanda Carnelli
Amy Powers
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anytime Fitness of
Plymouth
Becky Ginter
Ben Keeton
Bernard Powers
Bernard Rahming
Brady Ballweg
Carmen Rahming
Cathy and Tom Preto
Chris Thiel
Claire Stirling and Chris
Daskin
Dan Shanahan
Edna Rinder
Eric Brandt
Great-West Financial
Gregory Zahn
Gruber Law Offices, LLC
Hassan Jalal
Heather and Michael
Dannener
Heidi Rodenbaugh
Holly Scott Redel
Janet and William Howe
Jason Schreiber
Jessica Woschall
Joanne Mansell
John Yancura
Joseph Packle
Journey House, Inc.
Juan Paz, Jr.
Judith Scott
Judy and Ron Ginter
Julian Palacios
Karen Camilli
Kate Carpenter
Kate Fowry
Kathrine Wieke
Kathy-Ann Edwards
Kaye Foster
Kimberly Jankowaski
Kyle Timble
Linda and Jock Mutschler
Lynn and James Angeli
Mary and Del Dettmann
Matt Ziolkowski
Maureen and Ron Schwarz
McGinnity Family
Foundation, Inc.
Michael Angel
Michael Cray
Nancy Linden
Nancy Ziaja
Ned Brown
Oliver Bills
Pam and Tom Eggbrecht
Patrick Greco
Patty and Hugh Ahn
Phil Kastenhof
Robert Gilbert
Robert Martin
Ryan Gehrhardt
Ryan Morrissey
Sam Adler
Stacey and Martin Stack
Shane Hadjyski
Stephen Schulz
Stephen Thompson
Sweetbri
Tammy Glyn-Ripp
Taylor Hoskins
Teri and Stephen Sunday

DENVER
See the America SCORES
Denver website.
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# 2016 Supporters

**Thomas Warsof**  
**Thomson Reuters**  
**Tom Schalm**  
**Tom Powers**  
**U.S. Bank Foundation**  
**Universal Academy for the College Bound**  
**Vincent Noth**  
**Will Rotatori**  
**William Keeton**  
**William Morrissy**

In **kind**  
Ashling Montessori School  
Box Mutts  
HuntSoccer - National  
Milwaukee Kickers Soccer Club  
Anonymous  
Sweettrio

**NEW ENGLAND**

League Champions  
Advent International  
David and Nicole Chang

**Team Champions**  
Amelia Peabody  
Foundation  
Robert and Diane Bruno  
Target  
U.S. Soccer Foundation

**Scoring Champions**  
Chris Pike  
CLSA Chairman’s Trust  
Rodman Ride for Kids

**MVPs**  
Anna B. Steams  
Charitable Foundation  
Anonymous  
Bain Capital Childrens Charity  
Bill Sailerwicz  
Frank W. and Carl S. Adams Memorial Fund  
Goldman Sachs Matching Gift Program  
Gordon Levering  
Guy and Tanya Broadbent  
Jennifer Weafer  
Liberty Mutual Foundation  
Mark and Sarah Williamson  
Michael and Kathleen Stack  
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP  
Robert and Missy Shay  
The Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation  
Thomas H. Lee Partners  
Vela Foundation  
Wells Fargo

**Fans**  
Alliance Bernstein  
Anthony Goodman  
BJ and Laura Grattan  
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts  
Bob Sweeney  
Boston Red Sox Foundation  
Catherine Pipes  
CIBC World Markets  
Cis  
Colin Mazzola  
East Boston Savings Bank Charitable Foundation, Inc

| Supporters | American Outlaws | Anastasia Canty | Bethany Exits | Blue Hills Bank | Brian and Vanessa Bilello | Chris and Michelle Ross | CSLA | Dave Cushing | Elizabeth Shea | Ernst & Young | Fernando Gonzalez and Yolanda Ros | Gary and Sara DeSimone | Scott | Jeff Evans | Jeff Woods | John D'Costa | Robert and Melissa McCaughey | State Street Matching gift program | Steven Murray | Thomas Grant Aon | Timothy Syrett and Angela Brooks | Wellington Management Matching Gift Program | Yafe Apple | Yaling Lighting |

In **kind**  
28 Acres  
Barcelona Restaurant  
Boloico  
Boston Bruins  
Boston Celtics  
Boston Duck Tours  
Boston Harbor Cruises  
Boston Duck Tours  
Bjorn’s Bistro  
Bocci  
Bravo  
Capella Floral Designs  
Capital Grille  
D’Angelo | **Basic Income**
Support soccer, poetry, and community service!

NEW YORK
Team Champions
The Harris Family Charitable Foundation

Scoring Champions
Fanatics

MVPs
Ernst and Young
Heisman Trophy Trust
Thomson Reuters
Tides Foundation / West Harlem Development Corporation

Fans
Barclays Capital
Bloomberg
CBS Interactive
City of New York - Cultural Affairs
Credit Suisse
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP
Eisner Amper LLP
Film and Entertainment Soccer Tournament
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson
Goldman Sachs
Home Box Office, Inc.
IPC Systems, Inc.
Latham & Watkins LLP
Mark Jackson
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Navigant Consulting
Nicholas B. Oottaway Foundation
OppenheimerFunds
Patrina Foundation
Prudential
Rabobank International
Rite Aid Foundation
KidCents
Robert Half International
Salta National Bank
The Community Preservation Corp
UBS

United Parcel Service
Withum Smith + Brown PC
Women’s Sports Foundation

Supporters
American Express
Bank of America
KRR
Lauren Weisbrod
New York Red Bulls
Ronald McDonald House
Charities
Ropes & Gray LLP

Captains
Anne Toornvliet
Beritan Charitable Fund
Bill Hagaman
Collin Thomas
Dean Smith
Northern Manhattan Fellowship
Ric Donovan Family Foundation
Sociedad Grande
Tiger Baron Foundation

Contributors
Adam Robinson
Adrienne Reinga
Alia Do
Alan D. Heaney
Alex Waltjen
Al N. Salur
Amphora Keovngamanyak
Amy Abrams
Antonio Lopocoog
Bret Ganis
Brooke Curran
Carin Lai
Carina Figurasin
Catherine S. Marquette
Charles Eros
Chase Hemphill
Chengyu & Yali Sun
Chris Read
Criste Smith
Daniel Black
David Edward
Desiree Akhavan
Digiday
Douna Budway
Edward Paylayba
Eileen Fisher
Elizabeth Andrews
Elizabeth Shumus
Emily K. Jones
Erin Schneeman
Ethan Falk
Feder threaded
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Geoffrey F Feldkamp
Gordon Sivera
Graham Albert
Greenstreak Corporation
Hayden Goldblatt
Hendriues Fitzpatrick
Henry Lalas
Henry Sham
Holly M Dubbuling
Ian Jones
Ira Jersey
Jaime Cohen
James O’Sullivan
James Smith
Jeff Conway
Jenna Katz
Jennifer Coyle – Falk
Jennifer Fitzpatrick
Jordan Rapp
Katherine A Barrett
Kathleen Carroll
Kathleen Gilchrist
Kaylan Corr
Kim
Lee Alabane
Ling Li
Lisa Ballernini
Lorena Andon
Lorraine Smither
Lou Fleck
Louis Venezia
Ma & Pa Kelly
Marc Simon
Marcello spennelli
Manjil Daly
Mark Reinga
Marko Albrect
Martha Bishai
Mary Kay Grasso
Maxene Poorman
Maxwell Ethan Bearse
Mehmet Zenginer
Meryl Ballay
Michael Filar
Michael Sier
National Grid
Ned Falk
Nicole Murakami
Omar Munemuddin
Pam Gianetti
Pamela Smith
Pat Kelly
Patrick Neubauke
Paul Fleck
Paul Heidernan
Paul Kontonis
Peter Mitmacht
Probashly
Rebecca Nardi
Rebecca O Valencia
Rob Harris
Rob Urvannec
Robert H Hutchins
Robert Hamilton
Rogelio Valencia
Sam Austin
SAP Software Solutions
Sara Winter
Sarah Dilorio
Schlesinger Family Foundation
Soccer Beyond
Stephen Bony
Susanne Koch
Tony Tackaberry
Tracy Bussan
Tricia Miller
Viny Patel
William P Stokes
Xiuping Zhang
Zachary Nash
Zog Sports

SEATTLE
MVPs
Adrian Hanauer and Khan Tran
Don and Lorelei Hesler

Fans
Alice Jolla
Brent Roney
David and Valerie Robinson
Lisa Huffer
Stu Ford

Supporters
Anand Chetanwala
Andy and Deborah Bealde
Anonymous
Brian & Terri Carlson
Chris and Sara Weiber
Crag Walker
Damon McCartney
Eric and Jennifer Kriker
Ferriol McCarthy
Frank Houston
Gary & Ann Baxter
James Craig
Jim McDougal
John Ciments
Kevin Long
Steve and Agnieszka Louden
Temi and Tom Miller
Tony and Rachel Lanham

Captains
Dan Carry
Gary Wright
Heleen Lee
Janet and Roshan Shah
Jason Rissener
Jeff Scott
Jxwan Hayre
Joe Mcdermott
John & Lauren Salata
Jonathan Gu
Kevin Harasimowicz
Lorelei and Don Hesler
Mark Harrington
Mark Houchens
Mike & Lynette Frank
Mike Frank
Mr. Michael Entzminger
Raymond and Caroline Craig
Rory Carolan
Sean DeLaat
Sound Property
Steve DeLaat
Steve Meyer

Contributors
Alexis Wood
Andrew Funk
Bart and Erin Wiley
Brandon Abang
Brenda Garley
Brendan Morley
Brendan Morley
Brendan Morley
Brian Jones
Carole & Steve Kelley
Catherine Roller
Chris and Nancy Anbarro
Daniel Heiding
David Saar
Dawn and Grant Clark
Derrick Bates
Diana Lew
Dianne Poison
Don Horowitz
Don Kirkjan
Eric Vogley
Gianpao Boccaro
Guany and Ann Walker
Jake Geracie
Jasmin & Susheil Sangha

PORTLAND
See the AC Portland website.

ST. LOUIS
See the Better Family Life website.

Thank you!

Support soccer, poetry, and community service!

David & Nicole Chang
El Centro
FreshCrisp Water
Hunt4Soccer - National
Justin Ortiz
Morton’s the Steakhouse
Museum of Fine Arts
Museum of Science
New England Revolution
Ocean Spray
Omni Theatre
Onorio
Papa Ginos
Perico
Prolinx Physical Therapy
Rip Van Waffles
Robert Andrew
Robert Bruno
Ruby Wine
Samuel Adams
Stephens Jewelry
Super Fusion
Sweet Tooth Bakery
Terenga
Timothy Smith
Whole Foods
Winged Foot Golf Club
Wylie Inn

United Parcel Service
Withum Smith + Brown PC
Women’s Sports Foundation

Supporters
American Express
Bank of America
KRR
Lauren Weisbrod
New York Red Bulls
Ronald McDonald House
Charities
Ropes & Gray LLP

Captains
Anne Toornvliet
Beritan Charitable Fund
Bill Hagaman
Collin Thomas
Dean Smith
Northern Manhattan Fellowship
Ric Donovan Family Foundation
Sociedad Grande
Tiger Baron Foundation

Contributors
Adam Robinson
Adrienne Reinga
Alia Do
Alan D. Heaney
Alex Waltjen
Al N. Salur
Amphora Keovngamanyak
Amy Abrams
Antonio Lopocoog
Bret Ganis
Brooke Curran
Carin Lai
Carina Figurasin
Catherine S. Marquette
Charles Eros
Chase Hemphill
Chengyu & Yali Sun
Chris Read
Criste Smith
Daniel Black
David Edward
Desiree Akhavan
Digiday
Douna Budway
Edward Paylayba
Eileen Fisher
Elizabeth Andrews
Elizabeth Shumus
Emily K. Jones
Erin Schneeman
Ethan Falk
Feder threaded
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Geoffrey F Feldkamp
Gordon Sivera
Graham Albert
Greenstreak Corporation
Hayden Goldblatt
Hendriues Fitzpatrick
Henry Lalas
Henry Sham
Holly M Dubbuling
Ian Jones
Ira Jersey
Jaime Cohen
James O’Sullivan
James Smith
Jeff Conway
Jenna Katz
Jennifer Coyle – Falk

Jennifer Fitzpatrick
Jordan Rapp
Katherine A Barrett
Kathleen Carroll
Kathleen Gilchrist
Kaylan Corr
Kim
Lee Alabane
Ling Li
Lisa Ballernini
Lorena Andon
Lorraine Smither
Lou Fleck
Louis Venezia
Ma & Pa Kelly
Marc Simon
Marcello spennelli
Manjil Daly
Mark Reinga
Marko Albrect
Martha Bishai
Mary Kay Grasso
Maxene Poorman
Maxwell Ethan Bearse
Mehmet Zenginer
Meryl Ballay
Michael Filar
Michael Sier
National Grid
Ned Falk
Nicole Murakami
Omar Munemuddin
Pam Gianetti
Pamela Smith
Pat Kelly
Patrick Neubauke
Paul Fleck
Paul Heidernan
Paul Kontonis
Peter Mitmacht
Probashly
Rebecca Nardi
Rebecca O Valencia
Rob Harris
Rob Urvannec
Robert H Hutchins
Robert Hamilton
Rogelio Valencia
Sam Austin
SAP Software Solutions
Sara Winter
Sarah Dilorio
Schlesinger Family Foundation
Soccer Beyond
Stephen Bony
Susanne Koch
Tony Tackaberry
Tracy Bussan
Tricia Miller
Viny Patel
William P Stokes
Xiuping Zhang
Zachary Nash
Zog Sports

In kind
Boxed
Constant Contact - National
Good Sports
Hunt4Soccer - National
Sports Endeavors
US Soccer Foundation

Thank you!

America SCORES has proudly partnered with mobile shopping retailer Boxed this year to support youth athletes around the country. The partnership began at the 10th Annual National Poetry SLAM!, where Boxed CEO Chieh Huang was honored with the inaugural America SCORES Commitment Award for his pledge to pay college tuition for the children of Boxed employees.

Together, America SCORES and Boxed will continue to find innovative ways to support a shared belief in after school programming.

“America SCORES continues to inspire and lead the way with their innovative programs — programs that I wish we had access to when I was growing up.”

Chieh Huang
CEO, Boxed

DONOR PROFILE

America SCORES has proudly partnered with mobile shopping retailer Boxed this year to support youth athletes around the country. The partnership began at the 10th Annual National Poetry SLAM!, where Boxed CEO Chieh Huang was honored with the inaugural America SCORES Commitment Award for his pledge to pay college tuition for the children of Boxed employees.

Together, America SCORES and Boxed will continue to find innovative ways to support a shared belief in after school programming.

“America SCORES continues to inspire and lead the way with their innovative programs — programs that I wish we had access to when I was growing up.”

Chieh Huang
CEO, Boxed
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SUMMARY STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITY*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support</th>
<th>FY2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corporation and foundation contributions</td>
<td>$222,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual contributions</td>
<td>100,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration fees</td>
<td>6,530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special events (net)</td>
<td>71,673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations in-kind</td>
<td>118,236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government contracts</td>
<td>61,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract income</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other income</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total support</strong></td>
<td><strong>$675,122</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program services:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soccer program</td>
<td>$77,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing program</td>
<td>64,823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program support and training</td>
<td>247,291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other programs</td>
<td>127,898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total program expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$517,048</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting services:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>108,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General and administrative</td>
<td>114,846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total supporting expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$223,258</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$740,306</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHANGE IN NET ASSETS</strong></td>
<td><strong>$ (65,184)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>FY2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash and cash equivalents</td>
<td>$ 23,768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants and contributions receivable</td>
<td>28,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepaid expenses and other assets</td>
<td>2,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL ASSETS</strong></td>
<td><strong>$ 54,288</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts payable and accrued expenses</td>
<td>$ 22,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Liabilities</strong></td>
<td><strong>$ 22,854</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net assets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>$ 31,434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total net assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$ 31,434</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS</strong></td>
<td><strong>$ 54,288</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUPPORT

- Corporation and foundation, 33%
- In-kind, 18%
- Individuals, 15%
- Special events, 11%
- Registration Fees, 1%
- Affiliate Fees, 13%
- Government, 9%

EXPENSES

- Program services, 70%
- Fundraising, 14%
- General and admin, 16%